
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

LP Hurricanes Vs RG7 BlackLP Hurricanes Vs RG7 BlackLP Hurricanes Vs RG7 BlackLP Hurricanes Vs RG7 Black    

13131313////4/4/4/4/2012012012019999    

POM: Libby Covell (LP Hurricanes) 

POM: Leanne Hammond (RG7 Black) 

  

Laurel Park Hurricanes won the toss and took the centre from the whistle. Accurate 

passes and shooting from Hurricanes gave them the early lead. RG7 were forced into an 

early change when C S.Maroof picked up an injury when landing, forcing her to change 

to WD. Hurricanes pressure in defence denied RG7 from scoring many goals in the first 

quarter with some great interceptions from GK A.Brickley and POM GD L.Covell. 

 

Hurricanes went into quarter 2 with a 16-4 lead and S.Maroof swapped back to C, linking 

up well with her shooters N.Smith and R.Wilkinson to triple their score. Hurricanes kept 

their score ticking over with great shooting from GA C.Ostrowski and GS L.Cousins.  

 

Great play from POM L.Hammond saw RG7 work some balls nicely into the circle with 

some great shooting. Excellent feeds from C J.Penny, WA M.Walmsley and GA 

C.Ostrowski proved to be deadly for Hurricanes as the quarter ended 45-19. 

 

The last quarter started with some great interceptions from the GD from both teams. 

C.Humphries moved to WA and she had an instant impact, coming out on the centre 

passes and feeding nicely to her shooters.  RG7 used the interceptions from L.Milne to 

convert to goal as they kept on fighting right until the end, with the score line proving 

quarter 4 to be their best. However, Hurricanes matched them with having a storming 

quarter, scoring 19 goals with some great play from WD E.Graham bringing the ball 

court nicely.  

 

The score ended 64-27 to Hurricanes. It was a great, friendly game with some lovely 

netball from both sides. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: LP Hurricanes 64 LP Hurricanes 64 LP Hurricanes 64 LP Hurricanes 64 ––––    RG7 Black 27RG7 Black 27RG7 Black 27RG7 Black 27        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

LP HurricanesLP HurricanesLP HurricanesLP Hurricanes    Vs TadleyVs TadleyVs TadleyVs Tadley    

11116666////2222////2012012012019999    

POM: Libby Covell (LP Hurricanes) 

POM: Jess Alexander (Tadley) 

  

 

Q1 - Very slippy courts today, Tadley started well getting a turnover from a hurricanes 

centre pass and then went 2 goals up, some good play from Tadley GA Leach. Hurricanes 

started to get their rhythm and some great interceptions from GK Adele and GD Libby.  

The quarter ended Hurricanes 16 - Tadley 7. 

 

Q2 - Hurricanes came out of the blocks quickly with some great feeds into GA Charlotte 

and GS Lucy. Tadley persisted and some great drives from Tadley C Jess.  

Quarter ending Hurricanes 33 - 15 Tadley.  

 

Q3 - Tadley had a change around and had their best quarter of the game with some 

quick play in the goal third. Shooting on fire from GA Leach and GS Thompson.  

Quarter ending Hurricanes 41 - Tadley 24.  

 

Q4 - Hurricanes quickly responded to Tadleys strong Q3 and pushed on. Some good 

connections down the court and the courts seemed to dry up.  

 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: LP Hurricanes 61 LP Hurricanes 61 LP Hurricanes 61 LP Hurricanes 61 ––––    Tadley 31Tadley 31Tadley 31Tadley 31    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Aces Vs LP HurricanesAces Vs LP HurricanesAces Vs LP HurricanesAces Vs LP Hurricanes    

26262626////1/1/1/1/2012012012019999    

POM: Libby Covell (LP Hurricanes) 

POM: Georgie Keelty (Aces) 

  

Aces and LP Hurricanes played out an intense match in windy conditions. The match started very 

evenly and the lead changed hands several times in the first quarter. Hurricanes GD and POM 

Libby Covell read some of Aces longer passes superbly, and her team mates in attack were able to 

capitalise on this, to take a 4 goal lead. However at the end of the quarter Aces GS Charlotte Fox 

unfortunately took a painful blow to the eye and had to be assisted off court. Luckily Aces new 

signing Chloe Palmer was watching on from the sideline; Aces had to make some significant 

changes to their usual lineup, moving GD Georgie Keelty in to the shooting circle, and bringing 

Palmer on for her debut at GD. Unsurprisingly this disrupted Aces’ rhythm, and they started the 

quarter slowly. Covell continued to pick up interceptions in the Hurricanes defence, and GS Lucy 

Cousins (Whirlwinds) held her space well at the other end to secure shooting opportunities. Aces 

settled towards the end of the quarter, but Hurricanes had extended their lead to 29-15 at half 

time. 

 

Aces fought back well in the second half – WD Natalie Alleyne and C Jen Wright defended well 

against Hurricanes WA Jade Waite and C Jodie Penny to intercept several attacking feeds. 

Meanwhile Aces POM Keelty found her shooting rhythm, despite the close attention of 

Hurricanes GK Adele Brickley. Aces won the third quarter but were still behind going into the final 

period, 37-26. By the final quarter Aces had adapted much better to their new combinations, 

with Palmer and Alleyne combining well in the centre third to support Aces’ attacking play. The 

final score was a 48-34 win for Hurricanes, a result that could have been much closer had Aces 

not had to adjust to Fox’s injury. Both teams wish her a speedy recovery.. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Aces 34 Aces 34 Aces 34 Aces 34 ––––    LP Hurricanes 48LP Hurricanes 48LP Hurricanes 48LP Hurricanes 48    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

LP Hurricanes v Tadley LP Hurricanes v Tadley LP Hurricanes v Tadley LP Hurricanes v Tadley     

22220000////10101010/2018/2018/2018/2018    

POM: Charlotte Ostrowski (LP Hurricanes) 

POM: Nicki Archer (Tadley) 

  

 

The game started fairly even with turnovers from both sides, with Adele (LP GK) getting some 

great interceptions. Some quick play by the Tadley centre court attack Jess (C) and Louise (WA), 

with the quarter ending LP 15 v 7 Tadley. 

LP came out in the second quarter with a bang amazing shooting from POM GA Charlotte and 

some great feeds into GS Libby who was sinking all her shots. POM Nicki (Tadley) in touching 

distance of intercepting. Half time score LP 37 v 10 Tadley.  

Tadley came out stronger with some changes made at half time. Great shooting by GA Helen and 

GS Rachel. LP continued to extend their lead with some great interceptions in defence by WD 

Jodie and GD Sophie. Quarter ending LP 60 v 20 Tadley.  

The final quarter saw LP continue to push to the very end, especially with injured Kate on sideline 

taking stats! An enjoyable game throughout and no rain 

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Volume 19Volume 19Volume 19Volume 19    ––––    Nexus 23Nexus 23Nexus 23Nexus 23    

    


